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V-Gard hat c/w SnugFit suspension 40200
Color: Lime Green, Pink, White, Green, Blue, Yellow, Orange, Hi-vis Pink, Grey, Dayglo Orange, Black,
Red, Light Blue, Phosperous Green
The MSA V-Gard Helmet, with its distinctive trademark “V” design, is a world recognized brand known
for comfort, quality, and durability. MSA has sold well over 100 million V-Gard Helmets since its
introduction – so many in fact, that the iconic “V” design has been a mainstay for many years on even
the toughest worksites. When you want the best comfort, quality and durability worn by millions across
the globe, you need to buy the original MSA V-Gard Helmet, settle for nothing less.

Mining style V-Gard cap c/w SnugFit suspension and caplamp bracket 40101
Color: White, Green, Blue, Yellow, Orange, Hi-vis Pink, Grey, Dayglo Orange, Black, Red, Light Blue,
Phosperous Green
Working at height or in confined spaces is challenging. To ensure your workforce wears their safety
helmets and that they stay comfortably on the head through the day  MSA developed the V-Gard 520
helmet. This modern hard hat is designed without peak so that unrestricted upward vision is guranteed.
New suspensions and optional chinstraps  give stable retention on the head even when leaning.
Equipped with a lamp bracket.

HEAD PROTECTION

Mining style V-Gard cap c/w FasTrac suspension and caplamp bracket 40121
Color: White, Green, Blue, Yellow, Orange, Hi-vis Pink, Red, Phospherous Green
Features
• Superior top impact protection
• Fas-Trac III suspension is the most comfortable on the market—
preferred by 92% of users
• Designed for use with MSA accessories (100+)
to ensure compliance with the helmet & accessory

V-Gard cap c/w SnugFit suspension 40100
Color: Lime Green, Pink, White, Green, Blue, Yellow, Orange, Hi-vis Pink, Grey, Dayglo Orange, Black,
Red, Light Blue, Phosperous Green
Working at height or in confined spaces is challenging. To ensure your workforce wears their safety
helmets and that they stay comfortably on the head through the day  MSA developed the V-Gard 520
helmet. This modern hard hat is designed without peak so that unrestricted upward vision is guranteed.
New suspensions and optional chinstraps  give stable retention on the head even when leaning.


